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By ST AFF REPORT S

Prada-owned Miu Miu is staging a pop-up at Lane Crawford's ifc mall location in Hong Kong that invites consumers
to shop in a branded discoteca.

For three weeks, the Miu Miu Disco boutique will house nightlife-ready attire such as mini dresses and metallic
accessories. Pop-up shops allow brands to play with alternative retail concepts without a long-term investment.

Dance party
Miu Miu's pop-up opened on June 13. The pink-hued shop features disco balls hanging from the ceiling and a bar that
serves up specialty cocktails.

The pop-up will exclusively pre-launch a selection of ready-to-wear, handbags, shoes and accessories. Among the
items available are rose-print gowns, gold leather skirts, crystal embellished jackets and jeweled clutch bags.

Miu Miu is also retailing party footwear such as strappy heels, glittery flats and bejeweled sneakers.

Lane Crawford's Miu Miu pop-up will be up until July 4.
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Miu Miu Disco pop-up at Lane Crawford. Image credit: Miu Miu

Taste-testing has expanded beyond ice cream shops into the luxury world with small tastes of a bigger brand through
pop-up shops.

From standalone bricks-and-mortar shops to setups in airports and malls, the pop-up-shop trend has expanded
across sectors of the luxury business. The small, temporary shops allow consumers to interact with a brand in a
more personal, often interactive, manner in a less traditional setting (see story).
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